
  

Chapter 13 

The Soil Scientist's Hidden Beloved: 

Archetypal Images and Emotions 
in the Scientist's Relationship with Soil 

Nikola Patzel 

13.1    Introduction 

From the outset, the practice of modern soil science has been a double-grounded 
process, being simultaneously in touch with outer observations and inner images. 
Scientists have studied soils with their senses and their means of consciousness, 
while also being fascinated, driven and guided by other factors of their inner life. 
These internal factors are emotional inner images and ideas, and they act often 
unconsciously. Some keywords of emotional inner images, expressed by pioneers 
and leaders of soil science, are: Mother Earth, vital force, the Stone of the Sages, 
the encompassing whole, and total control. They can be found in the writings of 
Liebig, Sprengel, Fallou, Dokuchaev, and Jenny, as well as contemporary soil 
scientists, and I call them their inner soil. 

To qualify these internal factors forming the inner soil of soil science, we can 
name them 'archetypal' (following the psychologist Carl Jung), because their general 
structures are not individual achievements, but common to all humans. The work 
presented here has been done relying on a hypothesis (central to depth psychology) 
which is not common sense in present Western societies, albeit there is much 
empirical evidence for it: That we humans think, judge and act not only out of 
conscious rational decisions, but also out of unconscious motivations with their 
own kind of rationality or non-rationality. The unconscious is not just 'feelings' or 
'emotionality'; it is a whole world supporting and surrounding our conscious lives. 
For those readers, who want to have an idea about the author's concept of the 
unconscious before reading the whole text, I offer the following three indented 
paragraphs: 
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What about the unconscious? 

1) When our consciousness is asleep (or in some other 'absent states'), clinical 
measurements show our brains to be periodically highly active, especially 
during the REM (rapid eye movement) periods of sleep. The inner 
perspective of this state of activity is a world of dreams—from unconscious 
wishes seeking for their place in our life to the deepest religious visions; from 
a chaotic whirlpool of emerging strange images to experiences of order and 
harmony unlike any we have ever had when awake. 

2) With the methods of scientific psychology or comparative religion, we can 
observe some common patterns of dreams and visions all over humanity 
(research pioneers have been Carl Jung, Mircea Eliade, Erich Neumann and 
others). And from an inner perspective, countless dreamers and visionaries 
have reported the impression that there is something spiritual that 
transcends the borders of their own subjectivity and individuality. To 
highlight the commonness of groups of similar inner images, they have 
been named by Jung "archetypal images", emerging in individuals out of 
common layers of the unconscious, which can be characterised therefore as 
"collective unconscious" (Jung 1969). The term 'archetype' comes from 
Greek archetypon = 'original form'. 

3) Here we work with the hypothesis that the unconscious is not only effective 
and relevant in the dream or vision state of a human, but also in our life in the 
normal daily mode, for example, when writing a scientific publication 
about the soil. But then, in general we don't notice its presence and its 
effects. But its traces can sometimes be followed, as has been done in this 
paper, which is mainly about emotion-rich archetypal images and ideas 
expressed by soil scientists. 

The aim of this chapter is to give some preliminary answers to the questions: 

What are the main features of the 'inner soil' found with pioneers and leaders 
of modern soil science? Which modes of the scientist's relation to the inner soil 
are traceable?And what could be a fair and fertile way of dealing with it? 

13.2    Mother Earth 

F.A. Fallou (1794-1877), one of the founders of modern soil science and the 
one who coined the term 'pedology', admired the Earth Mother, whose general 
devaluation made him suffer. In the introduction to his "Pedology", Fallou 
(1862, p. 3, translation by author) wrote: "Everything ugly and miserable, 
useless and worthless, man can imagine, he names by the summarising words: 
dust, dirt, dung and mud. These are the honorary titles he has assigned to his 
Mother Earth in past and present. No word is breathed that he owes his 
existence to this cursed dirt and dung. Everybody is pleased to see good old 
Mother Earth rejuvenating, donning her flowery spring garment. However, 
nobody remembers the dirt and 
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dung concealed underneath the beautiful clothes, which he avoids touching with 
hands, and even prefers not to set foot on it. Everybody wishes to walk on 
flowers, nobody wants to know anything about the soil, without which no flower 
could emerge." 

And further, Fallou stated (1862, p. 46): "Our culture and civilisation, 
everything we have, we owe solely to the bond, which man had entered with his 
Mother Earth. Because it was agriculture, which made man become himself!' 
Fallou called the earth (1857, p. 2) "mother of all", and the "teachers and followers 
of natural studies and agronomy" were called by him "priests of Isis and of 
Ceres'". These are the Egyptian goddess of life, matter and related magical 
knowledge, and the Roman goddess of Earth and agriculture. 

When the ideas of organic farming emerged in the minds of its pioneers, Mother 
Earth was evocated, too. For Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925), one of the founders of 
organic farming, every spring, the "divine creativity sprouts from Mother Earth” 

[Steiner (1998, p. 262, translation by author)]. In Steiner's worldview, Mother Earth 
was a conscious spiritual being with "an ‘I’ in her centre". Steiner (1993, p. 122, 
translation by author) repeated the old mythological phrase: "The earth is the 
flora's mother, the heaven its father. That is really, literally the case!” In 1932, 
his followers patented the name of 'Demeter' (Greek Mother Earth goddess; sister 
of Zeus) for the products of bio-dynamic agriculture (von Wistinghausen 1982, p. 
46), a label which is still in use today. 

Hans-Peter Rusch (1906-1977), another of the founders of continental 
European organic farming, evoked the "holy Mother Earth", which could not be 
reduced lo simple nutrient elements (Rusch 1955, p. 22; 1968, p. 71). And Sir 
Albert Howard (1873-1947), the British pioneer of organic farming who had 
strong ties to India, wrote that agriculture should be done following to the 
principles of nature, invoking the name of "Mother Earth" (1940, p. 4): "Mother 
earth never attempts to farm without live stock; she always raises mixed crops; 
great pains are taken to preserve the soil and prevent erosion; the mixed vegetable 
and animal wastes are converted into humus; there is no waste; the processes of 
growth and the processes of decay balance one another; ample provision is made 
to maintain large reserves of fertility; the greatest care is taken to store the 
rainfall; both plants and animals are left to protect themselves from disease!' 

Howard (1940) showed his feelings towards Mother Earth/Nature with the 
quotations that he placed at the beginning of his "Agricultural Testament": 
Shakespeare ("Romeo and Juliet"): "The Earth, that's Nature's Mother, is her tomb 
/ What is her burying grave, that is her womb"; and Longfellow ("The Fiftieth 
Birthday of Agassiz"): "And Nature, the old nurse, took / The child upon her knee, 
/ Saying: Here is a story-book / Thy Father has written for thee! / 'Come, wander 
with me’, she said, ‘Into regions yet untrod; / And read what is still unread / In 
the manuscript of God’.” 

In contrast lo academic soil science, which was completely male-dominated at 
its beginnings, organic agriculture had at least four women among its pioneers: 
Gabrielle Howard (1899−1990) and Maria Müller (1894−1969) as background 
researchers and developers (with their husbands being in the limelight), and 
Lady Eve Balfour (1899−1990) and Mina Hofstetter (1883−1967) working on  
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their own behalf. {Maria Müller's husband Hans Müller (1891-1988), a today 
rather-unknown organic farming pioneer, was the key promoter and social 
leader of the non-biodynamic branch of organic farming in continental Europe 
at its inception. His role was comparable to that of Jerome Rodale (1898-1971) 
in the United States.} It is notable that Lady Balfour started a magazine with 
the title "Mother Earth" (present title: "The Living Soil"); and Mina Hofstetter, 
founder of the first organic farming school in Switzerland, showed an approach 
to Mother Earth that can, in retrospect, be called 'spiritually feminist'. 
Hofstetter wrote in 1941 (p. 14, translation by author): "We want to throw a 
light on paths we consider as wrong, which were thought up and dictated by 
men in a commercialistic way, instead of being empathically sensed and 
fulfilled by mothers. From mothers, to which the same law belongs, as to the 
earth." Hofstetter claimed the importance of a spiritually receptive attitude 
towards Mother Earth: "Then, suddenly, she starts talking and becomes 
understandable" (1941, p. 14f). Schmitt (2006, p. 56) wrote on Hofstetter: "... 
whereas Lady Eve Balfour embarked on a series of world lecture tours, others, 
like Mina Hofstetter, drew people from all over the world to the sites of their 
efforts." 

The classical idea of Mother Nature being the female master and teacher of 
scientists—formerly strongly held by many alchemists—was expressed by the 
soil scientist Karl Senft. In his textbook from 1888 (p. v, translation by author), 
he introduced his results with the statement, "to use only Mother Nature as 
master craftswoman" and announced his wish to covey what she teaches, as far 
as he could understand it, "truly and honestly" (p. vi). The aspect of Mother 
Nature, which is highlighted by Senft here, is a guiding feminine wisdom, as 
we saw it also with Howard above, being the 'know-how of life'. Earlier, the 
feminine wisdom of Earth-Nature was evoked, for example, by addressing the 
Egyptian goddess Isis, and the spiritual master craftswomen of Arabic and 
Western alchemists. 

As a side remark, it should be mentioned that the teachings of nature were 
seen by a most influential philosopher of science, Francis Bacon (1561-1626), 
as answers under compulsion (Bacon 1863, p. 48), "... under constraint and 
vexed; that is to say, when by art and the hand of man she [Nature] is forced 
out of her natural state, and squeezed and moulded." And p. 134: "For even as 
in the business of life a man's disposition and the secret workings of his mind 
and affections are better discovered when he is in trouble than at other times, 
so likewise the secrets of nature reveal themselves more readily under the 
vexations of art than when they go their own way." Statements like these lead 
the ecofeminist Carolyn Merchant to draw the conclusion (1982, p. 169): 
"Through vivid metaphor, he transformed the magus [sorcerer, here: scientific 
adept] from nature's servant to its exploiter, and nature from teacher to a 
slave." 

In the late 20th century, the symbol of Mother Earth remained in only a few 
traces in the soil science literature. One of these is the "skin of the earth" for 
the soil—alluding to a living body having a skin. This term was used, for 
example, as motto for the 2005 annual conference of the German Soil Science  

Society (DBG). A stronger return to the archetypal images of Mother Earth was 
employed by soil scientist Daniel Hillel [( 1991b, p. 404); for more, see Hillel 
( I99la)] :  "The adjective 'human' means ‘of humus'—of the soil." He called then to a 
"returning" and "reawakening" to this basis, by quoting Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-
1900): "'Let your gift-giving love and your knowledge serve the meaning of the earth.’ 
Perhaps that most common matter underfoot that many among us scarcely notice and 
take for granted is our most vital resource, the mother-lode of terrestrial life and the 
source of its productivity. 'For out of the earth thou art, and unto earth shall thou return,' 
in spirit as well as body." 

Interpretation 

What was meant by 'Mother Earth' by those speaking about her? The spectrum of 
archetypal meanings is sketched by the Encyclopaedia Britannica (15th ed., 1992): 
"Earth Mother, in ancient and modern non-literate religions, an eternally fruitful 

 

Fig. 13.1 "Venus à la Corne" from Laussel, about 25 .000 years old. One hand possibly holding a 

cornucopia which has 13 notches, Ihe other hand on her belly. © Musée d’Aquitaine. Bordeaux. Photo L. 

Gaulhier; reproduced here by permision.  
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source of everything. Unlike the variety of female fertility deities called mother 
goddesses ... the Earth Mother is not a specific source of vitality who must undergo 
sexual intercourse. ... The most archaic form of the Earth Mother transcends all 
specificity and sexuality. She simply produces everything inexhaustibly, from 
herself. ...In other mythological systems she becomes the feminine Earth, consort to 
the masculine sky; she is fertilized by the sky in the beginning and brings forth 
terrestrial creation. Even more limited reflections of the Earth Mother occur in 
those agricultural traditions in which she is simply the Earth and its fertility." 

Some important aspects of this description of Mother Earth are: She is, in the 
basic meaning, the primal ground and origin of the living creature. Second, being 
part of a primal polarity of being (like Chinese Yin and Yang), Mother Earth is the 
archetype of femininity, to which the masculinity (e.g., God in Heaven, or: Her Son) 
is seen as the complement. Third, as fertile earth and soil, she becomes more 
identified with the just creative living matter. {A much more encompassing and 
differentiated analysis of Mother Earth as one aspect of the "Great Mother" has been 
given by Neumann (1972).} All of these are qualities which may be activated in the 
soul of a soil scientist, who is touched, moved, and motivated by Mother Earth. 

13.3    The Vital Forces or Spirits 

In western history of ideas, Aristotle's concept of entelechy, meaning life having its 
purpose in itself, founded an important tradition. (For primary sources, see in the 
Corpus aristotelicum: De anima II 1, 412a, Metaphys. VII.13, 1038b 1-6, IX.8, 
1050a 9-16, Phys. Ill, 1.) Part of this tradition is the so-called 'vitalism', the 
philosophy of vital forces or spirits. Before its appearance with soil and agricultural 
science will be discussed, the following paragraph provides some more background 
to the historical vitalism vs. materialism/determinism debate. 

With Aristotle's renaissance in the modern period, some philosophers of the 
special qualities and forces of life emerged (e.g., Jan Baptist van Helmont 1577-
1644, Georg Ernst Stahl 1660-1734, Albrecht von Haller 1708-1777, Paul-Joseph 
Barthez 1734-1806, Marie Francois Xavier Bichat 1771-1801). These authors were 
opposed to mechanistic and deterministic views of living beings, which were 
fundamental to modern 'life sciences': First the Cartesian dictum "animalia sunt 
automata" /animals are machines, compare Descartes (1637, p. 185; 1649); second 
the Baconian dictum "nam causarum finalum inquisitio sterilis est" / thus, the 
investigation of final causes [finality] is sterile (Bacon 1623, vol. I, part 5). As René 
Descartes negated all soul and spirit, except in human consciousness and within a 
rather abstract God image, Francis Bacon aborted the idea of purposeful 
development and intentional processes (do something "for the sake of ...") by 
reducing them to deterministic effects of determined causes. To these fundamental 
ideas of 'enlightened' science, vitalism formed a countermovement. 

During I9,h century, this movement was called ‘vitalism’—first by its adversaries 
(Engelhardt 1997, p. I60f; Duchesneau 1997, p.297), and then by the 'vitalists' 

themselves. Within the early 19th century soil science community, Albrecht Daniel 
Thaer (1821, vol. 2, p. 85, § 109; translated by author) called humus "a creation of 
the organic force, a compound out of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen, as the 
inorganic powers of nature cannot bring it forth". {For more context to this 
quotation in the development of the humus concept, see Feller (1997).} 

Carl Sprengel (1787-1859), the German chemist who first formulated the so-
called "law of the minimum" (relating plant growth to a set of essential nutritional 
chemical elements) wrote in the same publication where he published the chemical 
"law of the minimum" [Sprengel (1830, p. 176f, translated by author)]: "A highly 
organized body is therefore composed of many life atoms and many chemical 
atoms. ... The inner nature of the life atoms is as little explainable as that of the 
chemical atoms.'' These life atoms, being also the "life principle", would stay with 
the residual products of decaying organisms. The growing of a plant would also 
depend on the availability of life atoms (Sprengel 1930, p. 1760f). Thus, it can be 
stated that Sprengel's "law of the minimum" was in reality a pairing: the chemical 
and life 'atoms' would only together form the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for plant growth. 

Justus von Liebig (1803-1873), the important developer and promoter of 
agricultural chemistry, also kept "vital forces" within his image and feeling of 
nature. In his "Familiar Letters on Chemistry", he wrote (von Liebig 1851, p. 18; 
see also von Liebig 1878, p. 14): "Let us, however, carefully distinguish those 
effects which belong to the chemical, from those which depend peculiarly upon the 
vital force, and we shall then be in the right channel for obtaining an insight into 
the latter. Chemical action will never be able to produce an eye, a hair, or a leaf.” 
However [von Liebig (1878, p. 144, translated by author)], "The vital forces are 
not disposable to our will in the same way as are heat, light, gravitation etc". As 
examination of different editions of his works (beginning in the late 1850s) show, 
Liebig was somewhat torn between materialistic and vitalist ideas, but tried to 
reconcile them [von Liebig (1878, p. 213, translated by author)]: "Exact science 
has shown, that all the powers of matter really play a part in the organic process. 
Now, the extreme reactionary forces pretend, per contra to the former opinion, that 
only chemical and physical forces would determine the phenomenon of life, and 
that no other force would be acting in the body. However, in the same way as 
former philosophers of nature were not able to prove that their vital force makes 
everything, yesterday's materialists cannot show a proof that it is done by 
inorganic forces, that they are sufficient to bring forth organisms, even the mind. ... 
Truth lies in the middle, which transcends the one-sidedness, acknowledging a 
formative principle, a ruling idea for organic life, within and together with 
chemical and physical forces." 

The most effective disciple of Liebig in Germany, Adolph Stöckhardt (1809-
1886), wrote in his most popular book entitled "Chemical Field Sermons" (1851, 
pp. 14, 16, translated by author): Whereas chemical forces would act unhindered 
in the soil, they would stay within plants under the "tutelage of a mysterious higher 
power", which could be called "vital force" or "God's breath", on which the 
chemist would have no power. 
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At the beginning of 20th century, the 'vitalism' discussion of the 19th century 
was summed up, for example, by Butschli (1901), Wolff (1905) and Braeuning 
(1907), and culminated with the bio-philosophical vitalism of Driesch (1922). 
Its next cycle started with the modern-era organic farming movement. Vitalist 
ideas were crucial for some important founders of organic agriculture. For 
Hans-Peter Rusch, the keyword was "living substance". First, he identified the 
'living substance' with cell organelles and macromolecules (Rusch 1953, p. 15; 
1960, p. 53), which he considered to become part of the humus, the latter being 
considered as the primeval appearance of "living tissue" on earth (Rusch 1955, 
p. 155). Under the pressure of contradictory scientific evidence, Rusch retired 
this biological hypothesis and went back to the core statements of the vitalist 
tradition, interpreting living matter as the appearance and materialization of a 
"really spiritual principle" (Rusch 1968, p. 33). For biodynamic farming, 
Rudolf Steiner worked out a sophisticated model of psychic and spiritual forces 
and 'beings', which would form and inhabit plants, animals, and humans. In his 
view, the "farm organism" (compare Steiner 1984, p. 202; Raupp 2000) would 
be the organisational level where the unifying transformation of the different 
kinds of forces would take place. 

The "living principle" was also important for the co-founder of organic 
agriculture in Great Britain, Lady Eve Balfour (1943, p. 18): "In our modern 
world, which is largely ruled by chemistry, we have tended to overlook this 
continuity of the living principle in nature"', that is, the "organic circle ... This 
ever recurring cycle of birth, growth, reproduction, death, decay, decay 
passing once more into birth, is often called the Wheel of Life." Balfour might 
have been inspired in this by Sir Albert Howard, who stated (1940, p. 22f) that 
one must look at the "wheel of life as one great subject... made up by two 
processes—growth and decay". 

Interpretation  

From the quoted sources above, we see the traces of the following cultural and 
mental development: After the blow stroke on the image of enchanted nature by 
the 'Enlightenment' (Bacon, Descartes and others as spearheads), the (re-
)emerging vitalism offered a new framework for some of the old beliefs. 

The tension between vitalism and materialism, which coexisted in the mind 
of distinguished 19th century scientists, lead then to a segregation of worldviews 
into 'mainstream science' and 'undercurrent science', the latter forming some of 
the important roots of European organic agriculture. One may say that the idea 
of special organizing 'vital forces' and life capacities emphasizes the qualitative 
difference of life from its 'abiotic' environment. This has connections with the 
ideas that the soul steers the body, and God makes the plants grow. More 
generally, there are links to the ideas that there are non-material factors acting in 
the plants, whose expressions in folk beliefs have been labelled with the term 
vegetational spirit (Mannhardt 1875-77, Frazer 1914-18, and others). 
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13.4    The Stone of the Sages 

From late antiquity on, the Stone of the Sages (lapis philosophorum) was a well-
known name for the highest value that Arab and European alchemists strived to 
achieve with all their efforts. One of its properties, in popular belief, was the 
potential of this most precious stone to give immortality—to transcend the limits of 
material existence. Within this context stands the following idea of the agricultural 
chemist Adolph Stöckhardt. In his "Chemical Field Sermons", which was one of the 
most popular books of agricultural chemistry in Germany for decades (Henning and 
Suntheim 1997), Stöckhardt wrote (1851, p. 1) under the chapter heading 
"Chemistry as the farmer's concubine" ("Die Chemie als Hausfreundin des 
Landwirthes"): 

"Since all times up to present, man had the following two big wishes: He would 
like to be everlasting young and healthy, and in addition to be quite rich. Following a 
dim legend, somewhere in nature should be a wonderful jewel hidden or to be 
distilled out, which would be able to fulfil these two wishes; it was called Stone of 
the Sages. ... During a millennium, this treasure was sought-after, but not found. ... 
To a certain degree, chemistry really owns these powers, one had attributed to the 
stone of the sages ..." 

{Note the similar title of the extremely successful textbook (written in question 
and answer format) of J.J.F. Weir (1844): Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry and 
Geology; a book that had about 50 editions and reprints within 50 years.) 

Interpretation  

Here we see very clearly, how Stöckhardt transferred the symbolism of alchemy, 
which meant ultimately (at least in spiritual alchemy) the transformation of human 
soul and spirit and its union with God, in a very concrete way, to chemistry. This is 
in line with one of the main tendencies of the western cultural mainstream since the 
Enlightenment: to consider knowledge of the outer world and mastering of matter as 
the highest value, effectively replacing spiritual values. To make the hypothetical link 
from Stöckhardt's chemistry to the "Stone of the Sages" clearer, the argument is 
drawn again step by step: 

1. The Stone of the Sages was, throughout the centuries, an alchemical symbol for 
the highest value and goal of human life. 

2. In Stöckhardt's time, the spiritual dimension of alchemy (and with it also, of 
matter and its elements) was more and more dismissed as ‘mystic’ and 
'superstition', as opposed to emerging 'modern' chemistry. 

3. The new chemistry did not loose the whole psychic and religious energy, linked 
before (in Alchemy) with a highest value as the Stone of the Sages, but became 
itself a most promising realm of human striving. 

4. As a part of this value shift, Stöckhardt transferred the fascination with the 
highest value of human striving from the Stone of the Sages to chemistry. 
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For material showing that Stöckhardt was not a single case, compare Carl Jung's work 
about "Psychology and Alchemy", with a special focus on his conclusion about the 
psychological dimension of the transformation process alchemy-chemistry (Jung 1968, par. 
432). 

13.5    The Whole—and Its Control? 13.5.1     

The Classical Four Elements 

When dealing with soil fertility, the classical four elements—water, fire, air, and earth—
sometimes appear to the mind. The outstanding 19th century soil scientist Karl Senft (1888) 
used the idea of the four elements for structuring his model of soil processes: He stated 
that the soil, being a "laboratory", prepares the food for plants mainly "in the way, that it 
absorbs atmospheric air, humidity and warmth" in the proportion and distribution which is 
needed to transform mineral and organic residues (Senft 1888, p. 95). This corresponds to 
the alchemical idea of the stepwise union of the four elements: water, air, and fire being 
united with each other and with the fourth one, namely the earth (soil), which is vitalized 
and renewed by this union of opposite factors. 

A new canon of four elements was proposed by Adolph Stockhardt (1850, p. 574, 
translated by author): "Carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen: these four elements are, 
what God's almightiness fixed as elementary pillars for the whole construction of the 
organic creation." A recurrence of the classical four elements took place in the 20th century 
with the organic-farming pioneer Mina Hofstetter (1941, p. 16), who believed that God 
created life out of the four elements 'fire (sun/ light), air, water and earth .... And the 
synthesis [in alchemical language: the "quintessence"] of those is the plant, which 
nourishes beast and men!" 

Interpretation  

The number four often serves to give complete conscious orientation on earth (Abt 2005, 
p. 127-130); for example, by means of the four cardinal points, the four seasons, the 
classical four elements (worked out by Empedocles, Aristotle, Plato, Hippocrates, 
Paracelsus and others), or, in science, as the Cartesian cross or as four-dimensional space-
time. In agriculture, you find the four corners of the field, and symbolic fourfold structures 
like the Christian cross brought into or near the fields, or Indian cross-ploughing (Högger 
2000). The number four has the archetypal quality of orientation and ordered totality. This 
archetype of orientation was also attractive for structuring the complex phenomenon of soil 
fertility. In addition, it led to the symbolism of life (plants, etc.) as the central fifth element, seen 
symbolically in the centre of the cross or as offspring from the union of the four elements. 
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13.5.2     The Primeval Factors and the Whole 

The first scientist to speak of the soil as an "organised whole" was the Danish 
researcher P.E. Müller (1840-1926). Within that whole, he saw a complicated 
interplay of "factors" such as fungal mycelium, soil animals, water percolation, and 
climate [Müller (1887, notably p. 3, 87f and 176f); see also Feller (2005)]. But then 
it was Vasilii Vasil'evich Dokuchaev (1846-1903), the Russian pioneer of modern 
soil science, who made the term 'pedology' popular, and who .established a more 
complete, multifactor approach to understand soil genesis. One of Dokuchaev's 
main new points was that he criticised the purely analytic approach in soil science, 
which only looked at separate parts and pieces, and called instead for a holistic soil 
science. The following quotations illustrate Dokuchaev's new approach [Dokuchaev 
(1949-50, pp. 399 and 397), as quoted by Dobrovol'skii (1996, p. 107-108)]:... link 
that exists between forces, bodies, and phenomena; between dead and living 
nature; between the vegetative, animal and mineral kingdoms on one hand, and 
between man, his everyday life, and even mental world on the other. It is this 
relationship, this natural interaction, that makes up the essence of nature cognition 
...—the best and supreme fascination of natural science." And further: "... in the 
study of these factors and particularly in mastering (if there is such a wish) them, 
the entire, single, integral, and indivisible nature must be, by all means, reckoned 
with as far as possible, and not its fragmentary parts; all its principal elements 
must be revered and studied alike; otherwise, we shall never be able to control 
them, and we shall never learn what belongs to one factor and what to another.” 
We see that Dokuchaev's highest value was an all-encompassing picture of nature, 
including its humanistic dimension, and the relation patterns of all of its elements, 
with the soil and its forming factors at the centre of interest. This approach made 
Dokuchaev an ecological pioneer within soil science. 

Building upon the foundation established by Dokuchaev, the Swiss-American 
soil scientist Hans Jenny (1899-1992) worked out his famous "factors of soil 
formation" model (Jenny 1941). In addition to their description, Jenny tried to 
grasp the primeval factors of soil genesis as state variables which could be described 
by mathematical means (Jenny 1984): "I enjoyed seeing field data aligned by 
equations and derived aesthetic pleasure from the shapes of the curves. ... / could 
solve the equation. That was the new approach." Jenny showed some similarities to 
Fallou, who, in a certain way, was drawn to both Mother Earth (quoted above), and 
simultaneously to clear, man-made, rational order (Fallou 1865, p. 158f): ''Formerly, 
nature lay before us like a dismembered clockwork.” But then, "after having lined 
the chaotic army of beings one by one [German: allgemach] in formation, and thus 
having finally ordered and classified everything according to a well reasoned 
plan", he exclaimed: "The whole nature has become [like] a big state!' With "state", 
Fallou had probably the Prussian State ideal of his time in mind: a rational world order, 
established and ruled by a hierarchy of 'enlightened powers'. 

But as Jenny shared with Fallou the pleasure of seeing soils and soil data aligned in 
rational order, he also shared with him the strong emotional attachment to the 
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soil: "... if you are used to thinking of soil as dirt, which is customary in our society, you 
are not keyed to find beauty in it." The soil "speaks to us through the colors and 
sculptures of its profile, thereby revealing its personality; we acknowledge it by giving 
soil a name, albeit in a foreign tongue, but we don't mention our emotional 
involvements. In fact, our soil language is lifeless." And further: "/ am intrigued by the 
thought that good soils make good people, but that notion seems untenable. Well, not 
wholly so. ... Observing soils, studying them, and reflecting on them induces respect, if 
not wonder. All of us relate unconsciously in our daily nourishments that make us 
participants in the continuous flow of nutrient atoms that originate the soil. And in the 
final act our bodies are returned to the soil. Over the years I have acquired a kind of 
reverence for the soil, for the creature-world inside it, and for its character expressed 
in the profile features. ...My attitude may be a quirk, or a result of lifelong interest in 
soil" [Jenny (1984); compare with the quotes of Hillel above in this chapter]. 

You see with Fallou and Jenny the polarity between the emotional and feeling 
approach on the one hand, and the fascination with rational order on the other hand. This 
points to a very important problem that still confronts scientists: How to deal with the 
separation between the "lifeless language" of scientific discourse on one side, and the 
"personal quirk" of feelings, fantasies and emotional bonds with the object of their 
study on the other side? For example, in terms of scientific development and human 
society's relationship with soil: what can happen when Fallou's feeling that earth has 
aspects of a Goddess ("Isis and Ceres"), or Jenny's "respect", "wonder" and "reverence 
for the soil" get suppressed or lost? In fact, this had been widely the case, and one might 
argue that this contributes to the accelerated and ongoing soil deterioration and 
destruction in large parts of the world. 

 

13    The Soil Scientist's Hidden Beloved 

In the Anglo-Saxon roots of organic agriculture, Sir Albert Howard (1940, p. 
23) stressed that, as "the wheel of life is uninterrupted throughout, ...it must therefore be 
studied as a working whole." And Lady Eve Balfour (1978, p. 5) wrote about her 
"wholeness approach", that "... the biota is a whole, of which we are a part," every part 
having its own right to exist. And: "If I am right, this means that we cannot escape from 
the ethical and spiritual values of life for they are part of wholeness:' 

Interpretation  

According to Scofield (1986), the word 'organic' in 'organic farming' went back to the 
1940 book "Looking at the Land" by Lord Northbourne [Walter Ernest Christopher 
James (1896-1982)], a bio-dynamic practitioner in England. He used the term not in the 
chemical sense (i.e., as opposed to 'mineral'), but in the sense of the 'organic whole' of a 
farm or of a society. Indeed, the holism of organic agriculture shows features of an 
organismic worldview. The idea of also comparing human societies with organisms has 
deep roots in the West [see, for example, Plato's "Republic" as a Utopian state, and the 
physiocratism of Modern Age: e.g., Quesnay (1694-1774)]. A new dimension has more 
recently been added to the concept: the idea of the whole earth being like one (super-
)organism. Heckman (2006) pointed out the similarities of the Gaia Hypothesis with 
agricultural holism: "This concept of organic is similar in many respects to the holistic 
ideas more recently expressed by James Lovelock in the 'Gaia Hypothesis' [i.e., 
(Lovelock 1979)] and Lynn Margulis in her book 'Symbiotic Planet' [1998], but on the 
smaller scale of a whole farm as a symbiotic unit." 

 

13.5.3   Holism in Organic Agriculture 

'Holism'—the attitude and philosophy working with the assumption that everything is a 
part of a single whole, with every part being interconnected with others—played a 
fundamental role for the founding of organic agriculture. Steiner wrote (1984, pp. 169 
and 103, translated by author): "... nature is a whole, from everywhere are powers 
acting" Therefore, "It is thought [in his approach] out of the whole." Subsequently, the 
so-called "farm organism" has become a central image of the bio-dynamic branch of 
organic farming (e.g., Raupp 2000). On the non-biodynamic side, Rusch wrote (1968, 
p. 30, translated by author): "Soil fertility is the basis of all life, its origin and the place 
of its continuous renewal; its reflection/ contemplation [German: Betrachtung] 
compels us to see things as a whole, otherwise it [soil fertility] is unfathomable." Rusch 
argued (1955, p. 39) that for a holistic approach to be fully realized, not only logic would be 
needed, but also the whole human nature: "... also our spiritual, psychic [German: 
seelisches] and bodily being, our character as well as instinct and intuition." 

13.5.4    The Wish to Control 

The approaches of Dokuchaev and of Jenny have led to the ever more sophisticated 
mathematical modeling efforts. The possibility to which Dokuchaev hinted at—i.e., of 
"mastering (if there is such a wish) them [the factors/elements]" [Dokuchaev 1949-50, p. 
399 as quoted by (Dobrovol'skii 1996, p. 108)]—has become one of the major purposes of 
research of modern pedology and agricultural science. Of course, discoveries and 
knowledge bring the human power drive into the arena: the wish appears to control all 
relevant factors of the soil. That was clearly stated by the US National Research Council, 
Board on Agriculture (1997, p. 1): "Precision agriculture is a phrase that captures the 
imagination of many concerned with the production of food, feed and fiber. ... Precision 
agriculture conjures up images of farmers overcoming the elements with computerized 
machinery that is precisely controlled via satellites and local sensors and using planning 
software that accurately predicts crop development. This image has been called the future of 
agriculture." The phrase "overcoming the elements with computerized machinery" means to 
have dominion over the soil and nature's elements; and the word "overcoming" indicates an  
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attitude, as if they have to be defeated. Will that attitude towards nature be the 
"future of agriculture"? What feelings and emotions go with this image? 

In the heyday of communism, formulations were found which carried the 
negation of soil dignity and autonomy as a living natural body to extremes 
[Rosenkranz (1963. p. 196, translated by author)]: "When detaching forceful 
from such folksy but scientifically untenable ideas: the soil would be 
something special, full of life, life-bringing, fertile, maybe even mysterious 
and unfathomable in its coherence and action, and when replacing these 
ideas by a dialectic materialistic perspective [i.e., the world interpreted by 
relying on its 'objective' material features; compare Stalin (1938)], then the 
soil will become a carrier system, one of many means for work, like others, 
who allow humans, when used by them, to produce plants out of water, sun 
energy and elements for plant nutrition. Solely man is producing; neither 
plants nor animals, nor the soil is 'capable' to bring forth a harvest?” This 
quotation has been chosen because of its radical and ruthless formulation of 
a certain devaluation of natural life and autonomy concerning soil and 
agriculture ("I produce wheat, milk and meat ..."); similar views have also 
surfaced in the capitalist world. 

Interpretation  

For many centuries, the Christian cultural tradition has included the image of 
'God's Eye' in a triangular frame, viewing the whole world from above, and 
at the same time seeing the tiniest events on earth. Even today, we see an 
image of 'God's Eye', for example, on the U.S. one-dollar bill, and in different 
shapes on amulets in various cultures. We now have man-made satellites 
orbiting the earth. They enable humans to see their planet as a whole globe 
for the first time in history—this is an innovation whose cultural impact 
cannot be underestimated. So, one may comment that the place of 'God's 
eye' in heaven had been imitated by man-made 'machine eyes' in the sky. In 
addition, the human capacity to perform the most detailed measurements of 
what goes on in the soil, to create complex environmental-process databases 
and models, and to calculate future scenarios, has increased enormously 
(compare Psalm 139 from the Old Testament). In this cultural frame, new 
techniques such as remote sensing and continuous in-situ measurement of 
soil properties and processes give new tools to the human power drive and 
to the related self-understanding of being the controller and steerer of 
nature—that is, to our hubris. 

13.6    Conclusions 

13.6.1    Outer and Inner Soil 

When working with the soil, as scientists or as farmers, humans encounter 
more than the outer soil. (Concerning farmers' attitudes in the 'pre-
enlightened' European agrariun culture, see chapter 16 of this book: European  

Religious  Cultivation of the Soil.} One may also encounter emotions, feelings, intuitions and 
'just-so' convictions which are associated with one or more guiding ideas and inner images 
These archetypal inner images and ideas arising from the unconscious have often proved 
to be attractive or irritating, motivating or possessive—and to be fertile. Where do they 
come from? These mental phenomena cannot be deduced from the outer observations. 
They are typical expressions of the human's internal system and the world’s ‘inner space’ 
and ‘beyond’, traditionally called soul and spirit. Therefore when working with the soil, 
one is also confronted with elements of his/her own soul and with all the spirits appearing 
from there to 'me' (the empirical ‘I’) 

When dealing with outer nature and its phenomena, one is also dealing with 
phenomena from inner nature. Inner nature is understood here as the unconscious 
appearing to us from or through the psyche. When working with the soil, a human I with 
its ego-consciousness enters a relationship with two aspects of nature: Its material 
appearance (the outer soil, perceived by the senses and through measurement data) and 
its mental appearance (the inner soil, affecting consciousness from the unconscious and 
by its symbols). The four topics which were discussed above: Mother Earth, vital forces, 
Stone of the Sages and the idea of the whole, are examples of structures of the inner soil, 
that is of the unconscious, which act by archetypal images and emotions in the mental 
framework of the scientist. 

13.6.2   Factors of the Inner Soil 

Where archetypal images of Mother Earth are effective in the scientist's soul, his or her 
‘I’ (ego) may react with a worshipping attitude in relation to earth and soil. The ‘I’ 
may also react with an emancipation program: to become independent from the 
‘mother’, or by activating the power complex: wanting to have dominion over the big 
nourishing being. Below this polarity of attitudes we see, in most cases, a  certain 
scientific baseline—i.e., scientists wanting to understand how Mother Earth  
‘functions’, and what are her 'principles' or 'laws'. A more spiritual approach where the 
earth is perceived and treated as a Goddess, was taken by the pioneers of  organic 
agriculture, and was sometimes perceivable within soil scientists of the past 
and present. 

The ideas of vitalism, that matter is not mere matter (in the sense of materialism), 
were quite strong at the beginning of modern scientific soil analysis. Perhaps vitalism 
was a conceptual vessel for the feeling of enlightened thinkers and matter analysts—a 
sense that there is something other, which they cannot grasp? But, suspected to be just 
a custodian concept for phenomena that are not yet explainable, vitalism generally 
disappeared in later soil science—except within the continental European branches of 
organic agriculture. There, vitalist concepts were developed further, subsequently 
forming a new scientific subculture. The explicit identification of chemistry with the 
Stone of the Sages (Adolph Stöckhardt) can be seen as a symbol for a general psychic 
undercurrent in Western enlightenment: to transfer psychic energy from spiritual values 
to material values, and to strive for scientific knowledge concerning to this as a central 
aim of human cultural work. Carl Jung (1968: par. 432) has shown how alchemists 
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projected even the highest value, namely the ideas of the immortal soul and of 
God, into matter. This has been, following Jung, the starting point for both modern 
chemistry and of philosophical materialism. The similar formulations "chemical 
catechism" (Weir 1844), "chemical gospel" (Liebig [Henning and Suntheim 
1997]) and "chemical field sermons" (Stockhardt 1851) are also indicators of that 
transference process. 

The image and idea of the whole is very present in current sciences. A symbol 
for that is the image of the whole earth seen from the space, which is present on 
the covers of many scientific and popular books, and on the television news 
programmes. Because of the fascination with the image and idea of the 'whole', it 
is more difficult for present scientists to reflect critically about it than it is with 
images and ideas that are not so active in their own souls. I will confine myself 
here to the obvious polar aspects of the whole and of holism: Do we, seeing the 
soil and ourselves as parts of a greater whole, have an attitude of adaptation, 
cooperation, and reverence—or rather an attitude of control, domination, and 
utilitarianism? Both attitudes being profoundly human, their real balance is most 
important for which scientific questions we pose and what we do with the results 
of our investigations. 

Modern soil science has not been in complete opposition to traditional belief 
systems concerning the soil, as it should have been in the naive view of the 
Enlightenment as a new rising consciousness which emancipated all in its path 
from tradition and from the unconscious psyche. Modern soil scientists also had 
'inner children' from archetypal ideas and emotions, known from cultural history 
and able to appear in the individual soul. 

 

Fig. 13.2  "Dux Natura tibi ..." (nature be thy guide ...). Picture by the alchemist 
Michael Maier (1618, emblem no. 42), showing the guiding aspect of the unconscious in 
relation to consciousness. 

13.6.3    The Soil Scientist's Concubine? 

How can the factors from the inner soil be integrated into the life of a scientist who 
is concerned with the outer soil? Is the inner soil split off from the official life and 
work of the scientist, or is it well integrated into it? Is there an unequivocal 
relationship, like with a concubine or fancier? Or is it the inner beloved, which is 
acknowledged in her/his full autonomy and meaning as a partner of consciousness—is 
there a respectful and fair partnership? Is a scientist sometimes possessed by an 
inner concubine/fancier who has, so to say, married his/her dark side (which the 
scientist does not know about), for example his/her power drive or vanity—or is he/ 
she aware of these pitfalls and avoiding them carefully? These problems are not 
specific for scientists in general, or soil scientists in particular, but are of special 
interest, as these individuals serve as 'experts' on the 'management' of a natural 
'body', 'system' or 'resource' essential to the survival of human society. 

To present  a simple and  straight  hypothesis:   The   'inner soil' is of equal 
importance as the   'outer soil';  more general:  the   'inner world'  is of equal 

importance as the 'outer world'. This assumption given, the need 
becomes clear: to give to the relation with the inner soil (and the 
knowledge from that) the same attention as to the relation to the outer soil 
(and the knowledge from that). Then, the unconscious driving forces and 
images will no longer be treated like a 'concubine' or act like an 
unconsciously possessive 'demon', but will come into relationships with 
human consciousness that are appropriate to their nature. I know that this 
sounds strange to extrovert people in an extrovert culture like the present 
Western one. One may ask: what is the author speaking about? In this case, 
please look back to the examples of inner soil given in the text above; if 
there is something that you react to emotionally, be the emotion positive 
or negative, you have found an entrance to your inner soil. 

13.6.4   Perspectives 

A renowned soil scientist once confided to me: “Basically, the soil is my 
girlfriend.” Another told me, after I gave a talk on “the soil scientist’s hidden  
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beloved” at a scientific conference: “ With me, too, there is, of what you gave 
examples in your presentation—but I feel it’s better, not to speak about it .” Not 
everything which comes from inside can or should be announced and neatly laid 
out for examination— it is unlike a raw data collection which comes from outside. 
It has a different power, quality, and meaning. 

The inspiring and guiding role of the unconscious psyche, not only in art and 
religion but also for the scientific quests of humans, has in some cases been 
documented. For example, the periodic table of the elements [Mendeleyev 
(Strathern 2000)] , the benzene ring [Kekulé (Wotiz 1993)], the function of the 
acetylcholine in the body (Loewi 1960) , the discovery of the automorphic 
functions (Poincaré 1912 : 51-62) and of the Law of Quadratic Reciprocity (Gauss 
1805) have been acknowledged by the authors as having involved the 
collaboration of the unconscious. But the help from the unconscious cannot be 
forced, the possibilities to ‘tap’ its knowledge are limited and the risk of being 
overwhelmed and possessed by it is always present. For the outer object of 
science, the ideal has been established that the relationship of scientists to it 
should be serious and honest. What, if this same ethical rule would be applied to 
the living mental beings of the inner soil? 

Thus, the individual relation to the inner soil (instead of any ‘mastering’ 
approach) is so important—but delicate to (re-)establish, and even more delicate 
to talk about. For this purpose, we would have to dedicate more attention to the 
language of living symbols in science, too. Symbols can tie individual links with 
the non-graspable. This is why symbolic pictures and expressions are so important 
in arts and religions. The effects of living symbols on consciousness can 
complement the necessary attempts at conceptual understanding. It would go 
beyond the scope of this chapter to analyse the linkage of creativity to the 
interplay with the unconscious in more detail. But the documented evidence 
shows that the unconscious influences not only, what we do with what we find in 
science, but also what we find in science—and of course, what questions we pose. 
As a personal experiment with this hypothesis, the author (Patzel 2003) has 
systematically documented his own process of integrating dreams and respective 
interpretation work into the research process concerning soil fertility and soil 
science over some years. 

In closing, let me introduce, for further reflection, another of the factors that 
may be important for the kind of relationship to the inner soil. It has to do with the 
kind of relation between the male and the female. The fertile earth is often 
compared by humans with their own feminine aspect, and therefore female 
qualities are perceived for the soil; so, the relation to the soil is also a relationship 
to the feminine. Considering further, that most authoritative scientists of modern 
soil science since 1800 were men, then, the relation to the soil is also a relation to 
the feminine, from a male-dominated human standpoint. For an individual or a 
culture which is dominated by male properties and ideals, the task to have an 
equal, fruitful and sustainable relationship with the feminine, is a difficult one, 
which requires personal and cultural change and engagement by women and man 
involved with the soil. 

So, again, the question is posed: How could we personally and scientifically 
relate in an appropriate, fruitful, and sustainable way to our ‘inner soil’, so that it does 
not lead us to ideological one-sidedness and dogmatism, but may bestow on us just 
the right idea at the right moment, the energy and guiding symbols to follow our path to 
what our culture needs next? 
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